museum of natural history

east 15th ave

CONCEPT_a1

moss st

east campus axis

19 traditional single beds
44 traditional double beds
12 semi suite single beds
50 semi suite double beds

hearth 1

4 traditional single beds
22 traditional double beds
6 semi suite single beds
26 semi suite double beds

[4 x fl = 76 beds]
[4 x fl = 176 beds]
[4 x fl = 48 beds]
[4 x fl = 200 beds]

hearth 2

6 traditional single beds
20 traditional double beds
6 semi suite single beds
20 semi suite double beds

[4 x fl = 60 beds]
[4 x fl = 80 beds]
[4 x fl = 24 beds]
[4 x fl = 36 beds]

hearth 3

15 traditional single beds
30 traditional double beds
4 semi suite single beds
14 semi suite double beds

[4 x fl = 60 beds]
[4 x fl = 40 beds]
[4 x fl = 16 beds]
[4 x fl = 56 beds]

44 total beds
36 total beds
45 total beds
museum of natural history
possible expansion

east 15th ave

CONCEPT_c

east campus axis

C
19 traditional single beds [x4 fl = 76 beds]
44 traditional double beds [x4 fl = 176 beds]
12 semi suite single beds [x4 fl = 48 beds]
50 semi suite double beds [x4 fl = 200 beds]

hearth 1 [44 total beds]
4 traditional single beds [x4 fl = 16 beds]
10 traditional double beds [x4 fl = 40 beds]
8 semi suite double beds [x4 fl = 32 beds]

hearth 2 [36 total beds]
0 traditional single beds [x4 fl = 0 beds]
7 traditional double beds [x4 fl = 28 beds]
20 semi suite double beds [x4 fl = 80 beds]

hearth 3 [45 total beds]
15 traditional single beds [x4 fl = 60 beds]
7 traditional double beds [x4 fl = 28 beds]
14 semi suite double beds [x4 fl = 56 beds]